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Abstract:

..

The turbulizationprocesses of blown elec-
tric arc discharges are considered. It is
shown that in high-temperature media the
specific turbulization can develop. The
source of energy of turbulent instabiliti-
es is the enthrall of overheated regiDo
owing to formation of random thermal noz-
zles, when internal energy is much higher
than kinetic energy of the flow. The non-
dimensional number for turbulent heat tra-
nsfer in electric arcs is derived. Corre-
latiDos of current-voltage characteristics
have shown that turbulent heat transfer is
essential in cross-and longitudinally-
blown arcs. The measurements of radiation
intensity pulsations in arcs, blown by
different gases, are in fair agreement
with data of correlation analysis.

...

..

1. Introduction

~
The flow of different media have the ten-
dency to destabilization giving rise to
turbulent fluctuations. Turbulization of
cold flows has been studied rather well
with the critical Reynolds numbers deter-
mined for different flows conditions. Now-
adays rapid progress if closely connected
with ever increasing application of high-
temperature plasma flows amongst which gas
flows with electric arc discharges play an
essential role. Such flows are employed
both in switch devices to quench electric
arcs, and in the so called plasma torches
or plasmatrons used for electric arc hea-
ting of a gas. The turbulization process
of plasma flows differ essentially from
turbulent destabilization of cold flows.
First of alI, as far as a temperature
grows, gas viscosity increases. So the
critical Reynolds number is attained at
higher velocities with a given diameter of
a canal. Moreover, in the case of gas,
heating by an electric arc, temperature of
the latter is unknown a priori since it
depends in a complicated manner on arc
burning conditions. Therefore the usual
method to determine the onset of turbuli-
zation by the critical Reynolds number
estimation encounters difficulties as Rey-
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Qolds number itself becomes a function
instead of an argumento However, there is
one more problem concerned with the nature
of turbulization.

In cold flows it is of hydrodynamics natu~
re ando turbulent instabilities develop at
the expense of kinetic energy of the flow.
In electric arcs, the kinetic energy of
plasma flows is low as compared to inter-
nal coe. The plasma heating is accompli-
shed by Joule dissipation of the energy of
an applied electric field. This process
gives extra sources of destabilization
which are different trem hydrodynamic coes
[1,2]. Therefore the electric arc turbuli-
zation will depend not only on a Reynolds
number. It is quite possible that the Rey-
nolds number is of minar importance in
this case, and the maio role may belong to
some other number which describes the pro-
cesso Therefore, this thermal turbulent
number must algo describe some process of
heat transfer in electric arcs. This is
the subject matter of the present work.

2. Derivation of the turbulent heat tran-
sfer number.

Two methods are used to derive the nondi-
mensional numbers applied in physical mo-
deling, namely, the dimensional analysis
and the reduction equations to the nondi-
mensional formo The both methods have the-
ir own merits and disadvantages. If the
numbers are derived from equations then
alI physical phenomena described by the
numbers, are known in advance. No any new
phenomena can by found by this method,
that those used in composing the equati-
ons. The method of dimensional analysis
makes it possible to discover unknown phe-
nomena, but it is easy to make mistakes.
If some processes are essential, then this
method can produce numbers which represent
the combinations of "real" processes. In
this case, it is difficult to defir.~ the
real processes descr ibed by the numbers.
We shall try to use the both methods simu-
ltaneously.

Using the method of dimensional analysis,
we choose such technique of combining the
dimensional variables that the known num-
bers are obtained in the garoe forro as in
the case of reducing the differential equ-
ations to the nondimensional formo In this
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case, if the adopted formalism ensures
nondimensional numbers correctly descri-
bing the known phenomena, then the another
obtained numbers are assumed to describe
algo correctly some unknown yet phenomena.
But the forro of these numbers offers the
possibility to define the physical mecha-,
nism appropriate for this number.

The most essential processes in electric
arcs are energy-transfer by conduction,
convection, radiation, and turbulence.
The energy conservation equations for a
stationary arc may be written as follows:

pv. \7h = \7. (i\\7T ) - Qr + J 2/(1' +
+ correlations of pulsations

The first three types of energy transfer
are described by the terms of Eq. (1), com-
posed of averaged quantities, while the
turbulent heat transfer depends on corre-
lations of this quantities pulsations.
Eq. (1) may be reduced to the nondimensio-

nal forroby choosing some scale values Po'
v , h , i\ , T , Q , (1', j I L for alI theo o o o ro o o

quantities with their subsequent division
by these scales of the appropriate quanti-
ties and multiplication of a given term of
the equation by them. Dividing each term
of the equation by a set of scale values
obtained at one of the terms, we reduce
the equation to the nondimensional formo
As a result, the alI terms of the equati-
on, with the exceptions of a single term,
will have nondimensional factors consis-
ting of a set of scale quantities and re-
presenting the desired numbers. This me-
thod enables us to obtain the equation:

P V h (1' L3
0000"" "

-p v .\7h
12

2 "i\ T (1' L

(i\ "\7T ) +o ~ \7.
12

Q (1' L4 (J")2
+ ro o Q" + - +2 r "

I (1'

+ correlations of pulsations (1')

Superscr\pts *) deno~e the nondimensional
values p = p/p , V = v/v, etc. Here,o o

use is algo IDade of the expressions for
the total gas flow rate G and current I
which are constants along the canal.

R

G = 21TJpvrdra
R

I = 21TJjrdra

(2)

(3)

Thus, three nondimensional numbers are
found to describe heat transfer of Joule
dissipation:

TI = (1'h GL/I2 -convective heat transfer1 o o

TI = i\ (1' T L 2/I2-conductiveheat transfer2 o o o

TI = Q (1' L4/I2 -radiativeheat transfer3 r o o

(volume-radiation approximation)

( 1)

In this case under consideration, the di-
mensional analysis requires nine dimensi-
onal values important for this process,
i.e. I, L, (1', T, h, i\, Q , P, v. Since ther
electric discharge arc characteristics
depend mainly on energy exchange proces-
ses, than it is expedient to use W[J] I

I[A], t[s], L[m], T[deg] as independent
dimensions. The exponents of the indepen-
dent dimensions for each subsequent vari-
able are listed in table 1. The index u
denotes dependent value, i.e. voltage
across the arci I, L, Vare the indepen-
dent variablesi (1' o' h o' i\ o' Qi\ o I P o are

the scale values of the plasma properties
and Tais the scale temperature.

Table 1. Dimensions of the significant
quantities.

Now we derive the nondimensional numbers
by using the method described in ref. [3].
Representing the function U as the power-
low approximation of independent variables

U = aIaLb(1'cTdhei\fQiGkpm r (4)

and taking into consideration that for
each dimension the exponent at U is equal
to the sum of exponents at alI variables,
we can obtain five equations, shown in
Table 2.

In the considered case, there are four
extra var iables I and the garoe number of
nondimensional arguments have to be obtai-
ned. We may choose arbitrarily four expo-
nents for these arguments and assume them
to be known. Then the other tive exponents
can be determined in terms of these four
exponents by solving the tive equations
trem Table 2. and are evaluated trem con-
sideration. Now at the remaining exponents
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Dimen-
Essential variables.

sions U I L (1' T h i\ Q G Pr

W (J) +1 O O -1 O O +1 +1 +1 +1

I (A) -1 +1 O +2 O O O O O O

t (s) -1 O O +1 O -2 -1 -1 +1 +2

L (m) O O +1 -1 O +2 -1 -3 -2 -5

T (d) O O O O +1 O -1 O O O
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we have severa I initial variables forming
the desired nondimensional numbers. We
have chosen the exponents at those parame-
ters which characterize a certain kind of

energy transfer (À- conduction; Q,- radia-
tion; G - convection) while the excluded
exponents have been assigned to general
parameters (I, h, ~, T, À). Density p also
refers to general properties but it has to
represent the unknown desired criterion of
turbulent energy transfer. The solution of
the equations trem Table 2. gives the va-
lues of the excluded exponents in terms of
remaining exponents. These values are lis-
ted in Table 3.

Table 2. The exponents for certain dimen-
SiDOS

Table 3. Solution of
Table 2.

equationsthe trem

r
I

Now we transfer the quantities with the
known exponents to the left side of Eq.(4)
and determine the nondimensional function
as UL~ /1. This number is the nondimensio-o

nal resistance of an arc, which is usually
used to correlate of current-voltage cha-
racteristicsof electricarc discharges.
The nondimensional arguments in the right
hand side are determined by the exponents
at the variables in each column of Tables
2. and 3. Then instead of (4) we arrive at
following nondimensional equation:

UL~

(

~ T À L 2

)

f

(

Q ~ L 4

)

I

o o o o 'o o--- = a .
I I;) 12

(

~ohoGL

1

k.

(

~oPoh1.SL3

1

m

12 12

(5)

since first three numbers in the r.h.s. of
Eq.(5) coincide with the numbers obtained
trem the energy equation (1), then the
adopted procedure forros the numbers dis-
playing certain bounds of energy transfer
of Joule dissipation beato Therefore the
fourth number may algo represent correctly
some real energy transfer mechanism. A
comparison of the obtained number TI4 =
~ P h L/I with the factor at left term

o; °Eqo. (1') TI = P v h ~ L3/I2 describing1 0000

convective transfer of Joule dissipation
energy, shows that they coincide provided

v = ho.s . Thus, the physical sense of TIo o 4

is quite evident. Gas acceleration up to

âho.s takes place in nozzles at the expen-
se of enthalpy. This process is widely
employed in different turbines to convert
heat energy into mechanical one. For this
purpose nozzle must have special geometric
configuration. However, it is known, that
thermal and flow rate nozzles in addition
to "geometric" nozzles there may be algo
exist under certain heat and mass transfer
conditions along a jet. In the case of
subsonic flow, mass and energy must be
supplied to accelerate a jet, while in a
supersonic situation the conditiDoS must
be reversed [4].

In an electric arc, the enthalpy necessary
for development of turbulent disturbances
must be mainly contributed trem heat sour-
ces. It is possible when occasional ther-
mal and flow-rate nozzles are formed with
the enthalpy drop. As experiments show in
unstable arc, a scale of pulsations is
comparable with a radius of unstable arcs.
Therefore, âh ~ h and, in fact, the entha-
lpy drop is Glose to its scale value.
Thus, the analysis reveals that some dis-
turbances of the flow due to the energy
trem the Joule dissipation sources can
develop in electric arcs. In this case
thermal-to-mechanical conversion takes
place owing to formation of the thermal
and/or flow-rate nozzles. This conclusion
may be verified by experiments.

3. Correlation af current-valtage ch~rac-
teristies af electrie ares.

The parameters of an electrie arc dischar-
ge depend on energy transfer processo This
phenomenon may be used to verify the con-
clusion on thermal nature of turbulent
pulsations in an arc IDade in Section 2.
Depending on conditions, the Joule dissi-
pation energy can be removed trem an arc
by different ways. Thus in low-flow-rate
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Di-
Exponetsmen-

si-
ons 1= a +b +c +d +e +f +i +k +m

W 1= O +0 -c +0 +0 +f +i +k +m

I -1= a +0 +2c +0 +0 +0 +0 +0 +0

t -1= O +0 +c +0 -2e +0 +0 +k +0

L O O +b -c +0 +2e -f -3i -2k -5m

T O O +0 +0 +d +0 -f +0 +0 +0

Exponets
Variables

f i k m

I a= 1 -2f -2i -2k -2m
L b= -1 +2f +4i +k +3m

c= -1 +f +i +k +m
T d= O +f +0 +0 +0
h e= O +0 +0 +k +1.5m
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laminar ares eonduetive heat transfer pre-
vails. As far as a gas flow-rate inereases
heat transfer by convection becomes more
important and the amount of heat removed
by heat conduction deereases. with insta-
bility development, the turbulent heat
transfer beeomes appreeiable. Such meeha-
nism of heat transfer is deseribed by the

eertain nondimensional number (TI1 - TI4).
But in a general case of influenee of dif-
ferent energy transfer proeess the genera-
lized eurrent-voltage characteristie is
deser ibed by Eq. (4). The problem is now
eoneerned with determination of signifi-
eant phenomena. For this purpose we may
apply the regression analysis for experi-
mental seleetion of signifieant numbers.
However, the nondimensional numbers are
not initial variables, and we need speeial
experiments to eorrelate them.

Nevertheless, there is some possibility to
use eommon experiments for revealing the
important meehanism. We may eorrelate the
experimental eurrent-voltage eharaeteris-
ties in turn by using eaeh nondimensional
arguments individually and estimate the
eorrelation parameters. The more important
proeess, the larger eorrelation faetor and
the smaller errar are. Sueh estimations
have shown that at very small gas flow
rates, for example in the water stabilized
ares, the dominant proeess is the heat
eonduetion while at high flow rates the
eonveetive transfer prevails [5, 6]. But
now the turbulent heat transfer is of the
prinei~al interest to uso

A eomparison of the eorrelation parameters
for different energy transfer meehanism
tas been IDade for an are rotating in an
annular gap in the presenee of an external
magnetie field.Experiments were eonducted
in different media: air, hydrogen, argon
and helium. Current varied trem 100 to 900
A, a distanee between eoncentrie eleetro-
des, with an are rotating between them,
amounted to 3 and 6 fim. A gas flow rate
did not exert appreeiable influenee on
eurrent-voltage eharacteristies of a rota-
ting are. Data of the eorrelation analysis
are represented in Table 4.

For an are rotating in a magnetie filled
the number TI is

1

TI = P h2~2LSB/L31 o o o

sinee the are veloeity depends on eurrent
interaetion with the magnetie field [5].
The size of the gap was assumed as the
determining dimension on the eonsidered
case. The number TI was not used for eor-

3

relation sinee at the atmospherie pressure
this proeess is insignifieant.

I

Table 4. Correlation parameters af rata-
ting ares voltage-eurrentcharaeteristics.

Table 4 shows that in a rotating are alI
the considered numbers ar~ signifieant, as
0.1% Student quantil is equal to 3.291 in
alI the cases. The number TI is found to1
be the most important in alI the cases.

The number TI4' i.e.turbulent heat transfer
follows. The transfer by conduction

(TI2-number) is a less important proeess in
alI cases. It is interesting to compare
the results of Table 4 with the absolute

TI4 values for different gases. It increa-
ses with p ~ h1.s , with other conditionso o o

being equal. This complex as a funetion of
a temperature is plotted in Fig.1 Aecor-
ding to this plot, the thermal turbuliza-
tion is more characteristic for air, ni-
trogen and helium than for argon or hydro-
gen. And this agrees with the data trem
Table 4.

Lí)

...c
b
Q
cn0-

.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of TI4,phy-
sieal property part p~h1.S 1- air, 2
nitrogen, 3 - argon, 4 - hydrogen, 5
heli4m.

The longitudinally blown ares are less
disturbed than cross-flow blown ares. Be-
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Correlation parameters
for different numbers

Gases
TI TI TI

1 2 4

I':. t I':. t I':. t

Hydrogen 0.12 37 0.16 27 0.13 34

Argon 0.11 44 0.23 19 0.16 29

Helium 0.08 96 0.11 66 0.09 83

Nitrogen 0.03 121 0.08 45 0.05 69

10 -/ ?) 1 - air

2- nitrogen
8 V/ /' 3 - argon

6 \/'
4 - hydrogen

I I I - helium4 I I

5 6 8 10 15 T.103,K
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sides, are faeilities with relatively
short ares, whose length in a canal is not
beyond the boundaries of the initial and
transient flow seetions, find wider appli-
eation. This limitation of the are length
is eonneeted with heating of the near-wall
gas layer insulating the are from an ele-
etrode wall. To extend the are into the
region of developed turbulent flow, a spe-
eial rather eomplieated plasmatron design
has to be used that deereases its reliabi-
lity.

1> However, on the other hand, the breakdown
is of a random eharaeter and in the eons-
tant-seetion canal causes random fluetua-
tion of the are length, that causes flow
turbulization.

i'

Table 5 displays the eorrelation data on
experimental eurrent-voltage eharaeteris-
ties of the longitudinally blown are whose
length undergoes random fluetuations doe
to eleetrieal breakdown. The canal diame-
ter was 1,2and 4 em, I = 40 - 900 A. Gas
flow-rates: Ar - (1 - 12)g/s, He - (0.25 -
4)g/s, N2 - (2 - 6)g/s, H2 - (1 - 3)g/s.

.,.

Table 5. Correlation parameters of the
longitudinally blown are with its randomly
ehanging length.

"

..

As it was expeeted the thermal turbuliza-
tion in longitudinally blown ares turned
to be less appreeiable than in eross-flow
ares in grite of the are length fluetuati-
aos. The turbulent heat transfer takes the
last plaee in hydrogen and nitrogen, but
nevertheless it follows after heat eonvee-
tion in an argon are and even dominates in
a helium are. This phenomenon may be ex-
plained from the viewpoint of the size of
the are diameter. The are is more eonstri-
eted in moleeular then in atomie gases
owing to inereased heat eonduetivity
attributable to a dissoeiation processo
The eross-flow ares are very unstable and
the heat eonduetivitv does not exert
appreeiable influenee on the size of its
diameter, but in more stable longitudinal-
ly blown ares this phenomenon appears to
be signifieant. The turbulent number high-

I

ly depends on the diameter size sinee its
exponent is equal to three. Therefore the
helium are whieh has a high value of

~ P h1, 5 becomes turbulent while an argono o o

are allows the turbulenee to oeeupy only
the seeond position despite of large are
eolumn diameter.

The resul ts, obtained by the eorrelation
method are algo in good agreement with the
measurements of the radiation intensity
pulsations in eleetrie ares.

4. The measurements af radiatian intensity
pulsations.

Measurements of radiation intensity pulsa-
tions were IDade in longitudinally blown
ares with the stabilized are length. The
length stabilization was aehieved by step-
like expansion of the eleetrode diameter
or by igniting the are between two rod
eleetrodes. The experimental canal was
IDade of the correr diaphragms insulated
from eaeh other and eold by water. The
internal diaphragms diameter was equal to
8 and 10 mm, the canal length - 50 and 100
mm. Current varied from 60 to 250 A, and
gas flow rate were (0.1 - 0.5) g/s for
helium, (0.5 - 4.0) for nitrogen, (1.0 -
4.0) for air and (0.3 - 3.5) for argon.
The radiation intensity was measured with
a speeial automatie deviee with the time
and spaee resolution10-3 s and 10-5 m.
The better time resolution up to 2.5 '105
trames per seeond eould be aehieved with
using a high-speed eamera.

The radiation-intensity pulsations in the
diseharge canal are eaused both by radia-
tive pulsations inside the are eolumn and
by oseillations of the eolumn aeross the
canal. 1t is diffieult to measure the ra-
diation pulsations inside an oseillating
are eolumn. Therefore some approximations
were used. The model "Gauss-Gauss" assumes
that radiation intensity J(y) and the pro-
bability of the eolumn position aeross the
canal ~(y) have normal distributions with
mean-square root deviations A and ~, res-
peetively. 1n this case the radiation in-
tensity inside the eolumn I(x) has the
normal distribution toe with the mean-
square root deviation a. Then:

J(y) = Joexp(-y2/2A2)

~(y) = ~oexp(-y2/2~2)

I(x) = I exp(-x2/2a2)o

A2= a2 + ~2

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

n = ~/a (10)

(11)I a = J A
o o
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Correlation parameters
for different numbers

Gases
TI TI TI
1 2 4

!:J. t !:J. t !:J. t

Hydrogen 0.05 34 0.13 11 0.18 7

Argon 0.11 25 0.13 21 0.12 21

Helium 0.21 22 0.20 23 0.16 31

Nitrogen 0.08 39 0.12 26 0.14 23
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Investigations of the instant and time-
average radiation- intensity distr ibutions
have demonstrated that this model is valid
for the central part of the are column. In
eonformity with this model the distributi-
on of the radiation intensity pulsations
may be written as follows:

f:!J2 (y) = J2 (

[

l+l'1'[2/'[2
y) o o

/ 1-n 2

[

2
Y n

.exp -'
A2 ~) -1] (12)

This relation has the maximum whieh, due
to eolumn oseillations, deviates from the
canal axis when O < ~/a < 0.84. This devi-
ation is:

Ym = A2

n+1
lnF (13 )

n
Where:

F =
(n+1)~

1+f:!'[2/'[2o o

(14)

The eonstant relative intensity of pulsa-
tions inside the eolumn may be ealeulated
if the pulsations are measured at two

points y = O and y = Ym' or Y = A. The
eorresponding relations are as follows:

1

[(
-2 / '[2 )2 _J

2
( 0 )

l+f:!I o ~f:!J (0)- o v 1-n-
2

( )f:!J2(y) = nJ Ymm

- 1] (15)

(16)

[

1+f:!F /'[2

[

n

) ]
f:!J2 (A) =J2 (A) o o exp - -1

/1-n2 n+1
(17)

The eontribution of the outer parts of the
eolumn to the radiation intensity may be
negleeted. Then the measurements of the
relative intensity of the radiation pulsa-
tions may be simplified by using the rela-
tion:

/ /!;.C2 (r)'

= jf:!I2(X)I(x)
(18)

c(r)

The temperature pulsations may be estima-
ted from the relation:

(19)

Some results of the radiation intensity
measurements are given below. Fig. 2 shows
the temperature profiles T(y) in a diseha-

rge canal for different blowing gases. It
is seen that the highest temperature is
attained when helium is used for are blow-
ing. It is one of the reasons of thermal
turbulization of the helium are.

Fig. 2. Tempera-
ture profiles of
the are, blown by
different gases:
1 - helium (HeI,
494.3 nm); 2 - air
(NI, 742.3 nm);
3 - argon (ArI~,
480.6 nm) ;T,K'10 ;
r, mm;

o - 1

+ - 2
)( - 3

2 .3 4 r

VtJ.T2

To
6

Fig. 3.Mean-square
root relative tem-
perature pulsati-
ons in the turbu-
lent ares:
1-argon; 2-air;

3-argon,/ f:!T2/T,%o

4

0- 1

11:- 2

+- .3

2

O

O 2 .3 r

The profiles of the relative temperature
pulsations of ares in turbulent flows are
plotted on Fig. 3 [8, 9]. It is seen that
maxima of the profiles deviate from the
axis due to the are eolumn oseillations.
Comparison with the data from [10] shows
the similarity of the profiles but the
intensi ty of pulsations depends on a gas
flow rate.

Fig. 4.Mean-square
root relative tem-
perature pulsati-
ons in the laminar
ares: 1 - helium,
2 - argon;

0- 1

11:- 2

2 .3 4 r

The profiles of relative temperature pul-
sations of ares in laminar flows differ
from those of turbulent ares (Fig. 4). The
ares in laminar flows do not oseillate and
the plots display the distributions oi
pulsation intensity inside the are eo-
lumns. It is seen that both in argon (data
from [10]) and in helium there are sourees
of pulsations at the periphery of the are
eolumn. The intensity of these pulsations
deereases towards the axis. Sueh kind of
pulsations in laminar flows may oeeur
owing to a drastie inerease of the flow
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velocity in the high temperatura arc co- canal; j - current density; L - scale of a
lumn They must decrease inside the column length; Q - volume radiation; R - canal

due to ~igh plasma viscos~ty., The pulsati- radius; Tr- temperatura; t - Student quan-
on prof~le 1n argon arc ,lS 1n good a~re- til' U - voltage' v - velocity' W - ener-
ement w1th such explanat1on. However 1n a .' - " .:"
h 1

,
th~Tae;!;..j<T~f"S'~ t*I!M..".l:.i O'p""."'-s

-'a"L"'.
.w::.':'" "<

.",-gv ~"y,1h '-'-oÇO;l:;. J:~l.aJ;j,on",...eg,q . +rt" c rad1at1on
,e 1um arc! ,-n~lN>en 'X r--u'!::" - ""'- "".L<;>.J""":i"""ei1d:'s~1ón'{~ Àt>'j~iii§at'J-'gf,-:'nãu'é'-fivity; p - gas
1ncre~ses 1n the column cente:. after ~l\S - .de,psitv. 0', - eler.t-roconductivity. TI - TI -drast1c decrease at the pe:rfi~et'-~I'L'1I:t. Line,",G !;,,-- "";.;'E~1)5j'E2. :1,.T ' 1 4
ans that there arc specif ic sources of - nondimensional numbers; I{! - probabili ty
destabilization in the helium arc.. rSUool:[ '.Jbfo:theJ.a:n::I column departure from the canal
destabilization may be caused 8byht1ttêt-ma'1 _L'3_(!a~iS::l~)SubseriptsJj o -scale values; r -
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5. Conclusion
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